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00:00 CHASE: Welcome to the Global History Podcast. I’m Chase and I'll be            

hosting this episode. Today, we’ll be hearing from Sujit Sivasundaram,          

Professor of World History at the University of Cambridge and [a] Fellow            

[and College Lecturer in History] at Gonville & Caius College. Professor           

Sivasundaram has published widely on the histories of the Pacific and Indian            

Oceans during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. His previous works          

include Nature and the Godly Empire: Science and Evangelical Mission in           

the Pacific, 1795-1850 as well as Islanded: Britain, Sri Lanka, and the            

Bounds of an Indian Ocean Colony. He'll also have a new book out this              

summer, titled Waves Across the South: A New History of Revolution and            

Empire. 

 

00:40 Last spring, when I was visiting the UK, Professor Sivasundram and I had a              

discussion about the importance of islands in global history, with a particular            

focus on Sri Lanka, and on this segment I'll be sharing that conversation with              

you. If you have any thoughts, questions, or comments about the episode,            

feel free to email us at theglobalhistorypodcast@gmail.com or message us on           

Facebook. 

 

 

 

01:04 CHASE: Thank you for meeting with me Sujit, it's really lovely to get to              

speak with you. 

 

01:08 PROF. SIVASUNDARAM: It’s very nice to be here as well.  

 

01:09 CHASE: Absolutely, so today I’d like to begin with one question you've been             

thinking about a lot recently, and which we studied together as well, and             

which you taught me on, which is, in the study of global history, what in               

particular makes islands such interesting and fruitful places to study? 
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01:25 PROF. SIVASUNDARAM: Yes, thank you, so I guess one could answer           

that question in a whole series of different ways, and my own work has been               

concerned consistently with islands over many years now. One can answer in            

environmental terms, as a start, and I think it's important perhaps to begin             

with an environmental history response to this question, because of course,           

islands are rich, in terms of biodiversity, including both human diversity as            

well as non-human diversity, and they sit at the bridge of the sea and the               

land. So that means, in the long term, they have been key sites for working               

through the place of humans in nature, and that's an environmental history            

answer to that question.  

 

02:10 But one could also answer in terms of political and cultural history, and say              

that islands have been magnets for a whole series of structures and cultural             

practices and people groups even, so one could think of empires using            

islands as stepping stones, one can think of islands serving as sites of exile,              

for instance, or even of confinement, at times, or islands becoming points of             

transit for migrants, for explorers, sacred sites of pilgrimage might be cast in             

this space as well, as found on various islands, and one could kind of add a                

further explanation here, by bringing in commerce, and saying that islands           

have been gateways for ships, for instance in the late nineteenth century, if             

you were kind of going to Australia, Sri Lanka is a stopping point, and              

circling back to the environmental explanation, one could keep in mind labor            

as well, and heavy deforestation that was seen on many islands in the late              

early modern period, tied to a narrative of slavery and indenture, which in             

turn kind of highlights the role of capital here and the way capital works on               

specific island sites. So for all of these reasons — environmental, political,            

cultural, commercial — I think islands are fruitful sites to think about global             

history. 

 

03:47 CHASE: That's really interesting, thank you. I think you— this raises a point             

about periodization as well. Do you believe that the island has been            

consistently important in the study— well, in global history, in world history,            
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or do you think that [there] are particular periods where the island begins to              

change in the way that, perhaps, empires understood them or used them,            

specifically thinking about the early modern period but perhaps also the late            

eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries? 

 

04:14 PROF. SIVASUNDARAM: Yeah sure, so I work on the late eighteenth and            

early nineteenth century, and so let me answer for that period. The sense I              

have of islands in that period is that, yes, certainly they're really really critical              

for scientists, for explorers, for empire builders, for indigenous peoples who           

are kind of coming to terms with the dramatic political transformations of            

that period, but that having served in that way, by the middle of the              

nineteenth century and certainly by the late nineteenth century, they tend to            

kind of give way to a wave of kind of attention, to the interiors of continents. 

 

04:54 Now recently, I've actually kind of tweaked that narrative by showing how            

the sea and islands still, kind of, are significant in the late nineteenth century              

moment as well, but when I teach on islands, and this is the course that you,                

Chase, of course took, I sketch out this arc where I say that in the late                

eighteenth and the early nineteenth century, in the so-called Global Age of            

Revolutions, islands were really critical as laboratories for new ideas, and for            

political change, but that by the late nineteenth century, the interior of            

continents had come to play this role, with the kind of opening up of              

continents, really, to imperial forces in a new way, and, say for instance, the              

interior of Africa comes to serve in this way at that point in time. 

 

05:44 CHASE: Mhm. I think it's interesting that you mention indigenous peoples           

here when you're making these arguments. I was curious if you could go into              

what kind of indigenous sources might we use to write the history of islands              

in the eighteenth and nineteenth century? Is there a risk for historians            

tending to over-use European sources in their narratives? 
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06:06 PROF. SIVASUNDARAM: Yes, certainly, so thinking particularly about        

the history of science where I also have been writing, I have proposed this              

method which I called cross-contextualization, by which I mean that for the            

work that I've done it's been really really important to weave together a             

variety of sources, sources that we might call indigenous and colonial, and I             

qualify that for a reason, which I'll kind of get on to in a moment, but really                 

kind of using a diversity of sources means that we can look for echoes of               

sources in other sources, so we can actually start to think about palm leaf              

sources, from Sri Lanka, as impacted on by colonialism or colonial sources as             

indigenous in some ways, if one thinks of botanical works published by            

colonial botanists in this way.  

 

06:59 So really the kind of terms of what counts as a source change if we bring                

together this diversity of sources and that in turn raises the question of what              

the indigenous is and what the colonial is, because it problematizes both            

those terms. And for me what becomes possible then is a historicization of             

the indigenous as something which is being debated in the time and through             

these sources, rather than something which is static and which is open for             

unproblematic use by historians today. 

 

07:29 CHASE: What do you think are some of the main ways historians can break              

down and critique these categories— these monolithic categories of the          

colonial and the indigenous? What are some strategies you suggest, or, what            

are some of the things that you've done in your own work? 

 

07:43 PROF. SIVASUNDARAM: Well I think using a range of sources is the            

thing I kind of advise my students to do as a starting point, not to confine                

themselves to a specific archive. It's quite easy when you go up to an archive               

to start, kind of, working through the catalog, and really hoping to kind of              

master the whole archive in a matter of months or years even, and I think we                

need to kind of really prevent ourselves from doing that by thinking outside             

the box, bringing together sources and collections from different places in           
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the histories that we tell, and certainly being a kind of alive to a whole range                

of people, thinking beyond the author, thinking beyond the governor, I mean            

this is a sort of a cliché of a kind, but really to sort of bring in a whole range                    

of peoples and a whole range of sources in the stories that we tell, and               

certainly to kind of look for gaps, to look for the blank spaces as well, and to                 

really be ambitious about the histories that we want to tell.  

 

08:44 I think when I began my PhD for instance, there was some skepticism about              

the role of indigenous agency in histories of science and I took it to be my                

aim to really push against that by saying, well, actually no it is possible to use                

these sources from the Pacific, the missionary archive for instance that I was             

working on at the time, to see traces of the indigenous, and I think using all                

the sources that we have and really being ambitious about the ways in which              

we read them is really critical for recovering a much more diverse and             

decolonized view of history. 

 

09:19 CHASE: I was wondering if you could elaborate on that, perhaps with            

reference to your book on Sri Lanka, Islanded. What kind of indigenous            

traces, or 'indigenous' in air quotes, traces, can you find in the colonial             

archive, or did you find in the colonial archive during your research for that              

book? 

 

09:35 PROF. SIVASUNDARAM: Yeah, so I guess the colonial archive led me to            

these palm leaf sources which are very hard to use, and I had to work               

collaboratively with others in order to use them in my book. And so, palm              

leaf sources for those who don't know, are on palm leaf, they're embossed,             

they're ritually produced, and often they're remnants of an oral culture of            

memory and knowledge. And so I go out in the colonial archive looking for              

these palm leaf sources, and I think I'm kind of on a search for the               

indigenous, but as I do the research I start to realize that for instance British               

governors are referenced in the palm leaf sources, or that forms of patronage             
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that surround these texts can be colonial. And so I begin to sort of doubt this,                

this label of the indigenous which I'm using in order to analyze them.  

 

10:33 So a specific kind of instance of this is, well, the vamsa tradition where you               

get a kind of lineage of kings and this is a long-standing tradition of              

narration in Sri Lanka where the righteousness of a king is equated to the              

good works that he has done, and then suddenly, lo and behold a British              

governor would be slotted in, into this tradition of recitation and recording,            

and so you get the transition from a Buddhist king to a British governor              

pretending to be king within the same source and so that illustrates really,             

the problems of classifying these sources in one or the other way, but rather              

the need to put them together with the colonial archive, and all kinds of other               

archives which are less institutionalized as well. 

 

11:22 CHASE: So, that's really fascinating, so, in some ways the so-called           

indigenous sources actually incorporate elements of the colonial in them. I           

was curious, what happens on the flip side, so, you mentioned this slightly             

earlier, in what ways can traditionally-labeled colonial sources, produced by,          

say, European colonialists, or governors, or travelers, also be labeled in some            

ways indigenous, or to what extent do they retain elements of what also             

might be termed the indigenous? 

 

11:50 PROF. SIVASUNDARAM: So botany is one of the places where I have            

explored this, and one of the arguments I've made pertains to the Peradeniya             

Botanical Gardens, which is one of the most important botanical gardens of            

the early British Empire, where it became apparent that actually in addition            

to the garden being founded on the site, on land that was owned, that was               

part of a temple, a whole series of other exchanges and borrowings had been              

central to this botanical garden which then in turn fed into this exploitative             

plantation system which deforested a lot of Sri Lanka.  
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12:29 So Harmanis De Alwis Seneviratne was a botanical illustrator who worked           

alongside a whole series of colonial botanists in Sri Lanka, and so work that              

one might see as colonial and really part and parcel, really at the heart of the                

colonial archive, when approached from the perspective of Harmanis,         

becomes something totally different. And I think that's really really          

important, because ownership over botanical sources and botanical        

knowledge, here, I mean continues to be something which is complicated in            

our world and needs to be addressed. 

 

13:08 CHASE: So you just discussed a bit about gardens and botany here. I'm also              

interested in this quotation from your book where you relate this question of             

the indigenous and the colonial to another area: you wrote that, “At the same              

time, British interests in exploration and antiquarianism followed the         

Kandyan traditions of pilgrimage and religious travel, so much so that at            

times some ordinary Britons could be thought of pilgrims rather than           

explorers, despite their scientific instruments.” I was curious if you could           

elaborate on that a little bit, or, what kind of point are you making here? 

 

13:40 PROF. SIVASUNDARAM: Well, I guess one of the things I was interested            

in in writing that sentence was one of the extraordinary slippages that can             

happen inasmuch as a colonial botanical text can seem indigenous, what was            

happening around pilgrimage was that scientific explorers were following in          

the footsteps of Kandyan kings, arguably, in Sri Lanka, so if I remember             

rightly that sentence comes from the chapter where I think about Kandyan            

programs of pilgrimage to various ancient sites, including Anuradhapura,         

and also the relationship with Sri Pada, which is the holy mountain, also             

called Adam's Peak, where multiple pilgrims still ascend.  

 

14:31 So in the eighteenth century there had been these programs of resuscitating            

knowledge about these sites, Anuradhapura in particular, and then you get           

so-called men of science, antiquarians and orientalists, coming along and          

then writing on Anuradhapura and its archaeology, or trying to climb Sri            
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Pada, the mountain, but they unwittingly slip into the practices which were            

being reasserted in the eighteenth century, and one could argue that for            

observers, they become a bit like pilgrims, right?  

 

15:10 So what one gets is this curious way in which, well, yes, new knowledge,              

which is colonial and British is powerful in terms of the scale at which it               

moves, how artifacts get transferred, how Buddhist monks are taken to           

London and so forth in this period, but nevertheless, locally, it is following in              

the pathways that were being reestablished in the eighteenth century in turn.            

So there is continuity and change, both at the same time, and it's important              

not to kind of assume that one thing is colonial and one thing is indigenous. 

 

15:45 CHASE: I think it's— in terms of intentionality, I think it's very interesting             

you use the word ‘unwitting’. To what extent can we ascribe motivations to             

these people who are slipping into these old patterns? To what extent were             

they aware of what they were doing? And I suppose the other half of that               

question is how does their perspective of what they're doing differ from the             

sources we are using, the observers themselves? 

 

16:10 PROF. SIVASUNDARAM: Yeah, so, just to be clear, it's really important           

to say that the arrival of the British in Sri Lanka is a moment of invasion and                 

powerful intervention, so power and violence is really central to the story            

that we need to tell. The whole of the island is taken by an outside power for                 

the first time. But the point I'm making in relation to these unwitting             

slippages is that the power and violence is evident, partly in this constantly             

shifting landscape of significations. It's not something which one can just say            

happened on— at this year, at this place, in this particular way alone. Rather,              

it's the kind of continuous kaleidoscope, if you will, the shifting of            

significations and forms of association which then, really, exemplify the          

workings of power and violence in Sri Lanka.  
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17:09 So in terms of thinking about intentionality, certainly, at one level, yes, the             

taking of Sri Lanka is what's in view and this is a sort of violent imperial act,                 

but at another level, there’re a whole series of kind of everyday encounters             

which can be violent, which can involve forms of association, which can            

involve the adoption, intentionally, of forms of existent meaning, as well as            

unwitting slippage back on what already exists. So I think we need to be kind               

of open to all of that at those various levels of operation in thinking about the                

arrival of the nineteenth century in South Asia. 

 

17:47 CHASE: So that's quite interesting how you reference a foreign power or an             

outside power, rather, taking the island for the first time. So, in terms of an               

imperial perspective, to what extent can we speak of a succession of            

European, and indeed, non-European, empires in Sri Lanka, especially if, in           

your book as you discuss, so many traces of the Dutch and Portuguese             

remain, not only in actual people and inhabitants, but also in cultural forms             

and in material culture? So, to what extent can we speak of a succession of               

these empires? 

 

18:19 PROF. SIVASUNDARAM: No, absolutely, I think if we're thinking over          

the centuries one could think about the layering of different empires in Sri             

Lanka, and this goes back to your question about why study islands, it's quite              

clear with Sri Lanka that one has the Portuguese and the Dutch and the              

British so it becomes an excellent site, really, to think about connected and             

disconnected empires, for instance.  

 

18:40 In the British period, this is a term that's used in schools in Sri Lanka, this is                 

a term that was used in my own schooling when I studied history for the first                

time, in the British period, well, one gets loads of Dutch people, serving as              

surveyors, serving as technicians, serving as medics, and so I think we need             

to be— just as much as we're problematizing this dichotomy between the            

colonial and the indigenous, we have to problematize the category of the            

British, and open it up in a much more creative way, by pointing to the               
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adoption of precedent in terms of policy and there is work on this by              

colleagues, as well as, really, that the status of people who remain, or even              

who move in to Sri Lanka as refugees, so I guess, really, not seeing British as                

a monolith like my school teachers might have done in Sri Lanka, but really              

problematizing the sense of British.  

 

19:43 Having done that, one is able to kind of, again, understand the power of the               

British Empire too, because I think it's critical not simply to kind of present a               

story of cosmopolitanism where you get all kinds of different empires and            

different kinds of peoples all in the same space and leave it at that. I think                

the power of empire comes here partly from the way it rearranges all of this               

and utilizes it under the banner of the British, so it actually becomes             

perfectly fine for some of these people to Anglicize their names, for example,             

or it becomes OK by the middle of the nineteenth century to replace Dutch              

with British, with English sorry, as Dutch is not used as much by that point               

in time, so yes, so those changes are really important to keep in view even as                

we sort of open up a much more connected and layered history of succession. 

 

20:36 CHASE: Thank you. I think, going back to the question about islands is very              

important, considering this concept you speak of in the book, that you call             

'islanding', and I was curious if you could elaborate on what you mean on              

that for our listeners, and also on the related word that you use, which is               

'partitioning', and I was curious if you could talk about those words and their              

interplay. 

 

20:56 PROF. SIVASUNDARAM: Yeah, so those are two key terms from the           

book, and two ways of summarizing the argument. So, we've spoken a lot             

about why islands are important in global history, and in many ways I guess              

the problem with islands is that they're always open to being taken over by              

outsiders and by certain kind of ideologies even, which are from the inside,             

and so they become units on the global scale, right?  
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21:28 And so with Sri Lanka the point that I was making about the late eighteenth               

and the early nineteenth century, was that it became this singular unit in the              

kind of colonial vision, a singular unit in terms of governance, in terms of              

imagination, in terms of the attribution of indigeneity as well, for instance,            

and this fundamentally is something that we haven't been able to kind of get              

round, I mean certainly this kind of islanding project has carried on, it             

picked up on what happened before the British arrived as well, hence the use              

of the word with the 'I-N-G' at the end, it's not a kind of finished project.                

However, I think this attempt to kind of create it as a unit has been deeply                

problematic for the island, and so that was partly why I kind of wrote about it                

like that. 

 

22:20 ‘Partitioning' comes from an engagement with South Asian historiography,         

and so I was conscious, having taught South Asian history, both here at             

Cambridge but also at the LSE [London School of Economics], that a lot of              

attention is paid to the mid-twentieth-century moment, in terms of          

decolonization and the emergence of Pakistan, so what I wanted to do was to              

really kind of stretch that narrative of the creation of states in South Asia into               

the late early modern moment and to say that, really, if one is to think about                

the emergence of separate states in South Asia, one has to also sort of start               

with the kind of earlier period and think about the advent of modern empire              

as being significant inasmuch as decolonization, so that was what that word            

indicated, once again it's unfinished with the 'I-N-G' at the end. 

 

23:15 CHASE: And thinking about islanding, in the eighteenth and nineteenth          

centuries, is this a process that you believe occurred in other places or is— do               

you believe Sri Lanka is unique in this regard? 

 

23:26 PROF. SIVASUNDARAM: Yeah, that's a really great question Chase. I          

mean I certainly think that islanding is something that happens in the Pacific             

as well, so the book I am completing, or maybe have just completed, I'm not               

quite sure, which, as yet, is partly an attempt to stretch the argument from              
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my Sri Lanka book, Islanded, into other kind of island contexts in the Pacific              

and Indian Oceans in the same period.  

 

23:53 So I certainly think it can be applied elsewhere, but at the same time I want                

to kind of qualify that by saying that ports could be islanded, or other kinds               

of settlements, which are kind of set apart from their surroundings, might be             

kind of open to these processes of islanding as well, so it doesn't have to be                

kind of geographically reductionist, by way of physical islands only, being           

open to these programs of islanding. However, I think the mechanisms that            

came to play a role with respect to Sri Lanka in the late eighteenth and the                

early nineteenth century were about a particular moment of time, and           

which— and also about the bridge of sea and land, so I think those things are                

important to keep in view. 

 

24:40 CHASE: In my own studies with you and at Cambridge we discussed the             

famous quotation by Epeli Hauʻofa, in which he writes, “There is a gulf of              

difference between viewing the Pacific as ‘islands in a far sea’ and as ‘a sea of                

islands’.” I was curious if you could elaborate on what point he's making             

here, and what relevance this type of perspective can bring, not only to             

perhaps oceanic historians or historians of the Pacific, but also to global            

historians or people interested in other areas of the world. 

 

25:14 PROF. SIVASUNDARAM: Yeah, so Hauʻofa is, or was, an anthropologist          

and a key postcolonial thinker from the Pacific. He taught at the University             

of the South Pacific. And I think one of the things he was trying to convey                

with that sentiment was that Pacific Islanders don't see like Europeans. They            

don't think of their islands as isolated and marginal places, and so the             

discourses that they attach to their islands are different to those that            

Europeans attach to Pacific islands.  

 

25:49 So Europeans see the Pacific and maybe we still see it like this, as this               

faraway place of emptiness, of isolation, of very small landmasses, whereas           
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Pacific islanders see ‘a sea of islands', meaning a rich web of connections, a              

large space of land and sea, which is territoriality significant. So Hauʻofa was             

advocating the replacement of a view of islands as in a far sea, with this sense                

of a sea of islands. Now, I'm trying to kind of use this category of the sea of                  

islands for the Indian Ocean as well, because I think it's a good way of               

opening up oceanic history more broadly, because there's a broader point to            

be made about how a colonial vision of the sea can still prevent certain              

approaches in oceanic history, we need to kind of see the sea as inhabited, as               

open to a kind of series of connections, and islands as really important             

locales, rather than as marginalized locales in world history.  

 

26:56 As we do that, I think we can't deny the importance of power, the emergence               

of the far-away kind of view of the island is still something that we need to                

explain, and so islanding then comes in as a colonial project, which is in              

keeping with the way Hauʻofa describes it in his writings. So really, I find this               

very inspiring and it's something that continues to feed into my writing. 

 

27:22 CHASE: I was also curious, one question I would like to ask is to what               

extent were racial or ethnic ideas also a factor in this islanding process, so              

specifically with regard to Sri Lanka, so turning away from these other            

examples to return to that one? 

 

27:35 PROF. SIVASUNDARAM: Yeah, certainly, this is a part of the argument           

that I mounted in the book, because I was very, very interested in the              

consolidation of Sinhalese-ness, the majority ethnicity, if we want to use that            

term, on the island today, and what happens in this period is that the British               

look for the true indigenes, right? And the true indigenes are seen to be the               

Sinhalese, whereas the Tamils are seen to be migrants from another place.  

 

28:08 This is why, as I show in the book, when they come across the Kandyan royal                

line, they kind of, you know, classify them as Malabars, Tamils, and their             

relatives all need to be kind of, the king as well as the relatives, need to be                 
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sort of sent back to India where they belong, and so this sort of language of                

purification, which certainly is something that historians of race more          

broadly point to as characteristic of the late eighteenth and the early            

nineteenth century, gets tied up in a specific way when one encounters an             

island space, and certainly that's in keeping with what one could argue for             

other islands in that era as well, like in the Pacific, which I teach on. 

 

28:52 CHASE: From a more personal perspective now, in the acknowledgements          

of Islanded, you wrote that “Sri Lanka is a richly complicated place. For me,              

the challenge of writing about it is compounded by the fact that I still call it                

my home and so feel a great attachment to it.” I was curious to ask, what                

kinds of personal journeys and histories have contributed to your writing on            

Sri Lanka, and I suppose on history more generally as well? 

 

29:16 PROF. SIVASUNDARAM: Yeah, so I grew up in Sri Lanka, in the 1980s,             

in the midst of the civil war in Sri Lanka, and well Sri Lanka wasn't a safe                 

place, so I wasn't in the war zone, for instance, I grew up in Colombo, but                

nevertheless school should, uh could, shut if there was an explosion on the             

streets or when a curfew was imposed, and that's why for instance with the              

very recent events around the Easter Sunday bombings, these events bring           

back memories, really, of the period of my childhood.  

 

29:54 So what does it mean in practice for my historical writing? Well it's very hard               

for me to say that, in some ways maybe other people need to say that instead                

of me, but I'm certainly aware of the nature of violence and power, and so               

I'm inherently skeptical of an unbounded commitment to say,         

cosmopolitanism or liberalism across the Indian Ocean as being meaningful          

as a way of writing the histories that I'm concerned with. I'm conscious of the               

status of the present in interrogating the late eighteenth and the early            

nineteenth centuries. That doesn't mean that I'm a presentist, or that I don't             

realize that modes of ethnic affiliation or state-making look different in           

different periods, because of course there are different cosmologies in the           
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past. However, I guess that the questions that I ask about the past are driven               

partly by starting with our present predicament.  

 

30:54 And maybe thirdly, and somewhat unexpectedly, as a PhD student, I ran            

away from Sri Lanka. I just didn't want to write on Sri Lanka and that's               

partly why I wrote on the Pacific, and it's taken me— so it took me a while                 

then to come back to Sri Lanka and write my second book on Sri Lanka, and                

it's taken me a while yet and it's still not done, to kind of bridge the Pacific                 

and the Indian Ocean. So I guess that, coming from Sri Lanka has meant that               

I've had to sort of move away and come back, at times, and that's been really                

the pattern of my engagement with it, and that is tied with my personal              

history and my sense of attachment to the place but also my sense of running               

away. 

 

31:40 CHASE: Thank you, that's really fascinating. I think, connected to that           

perhaps, this is a very broad question but in your own experience and your              

life, why do you believe the study of history is and remains an important              

undertaking?  

 

31:57 PROF. SIVASUNDARAM: Well maybe I could say something about the          

nature of history that we do as global historians or as world historians or as               

historians of specific areas. Well I think history is about, is a project of              

shared humanity, if you will, it's about understanding the human condition           

now and in the past. And the reason why it's helpful to turn to the past in                 

order to understand the present, kind of, human predicament is because it            

serves as a foil of a kind, one can appreciate the strange ways in which               

humans might arrange themselves with respect to politics, or with respect to            

nature in the past, and then reflect back again on our present. And such a               

kind of wide understanding of what it takes to be human I think is really               

really critical in the period in which we live, for instance, with failed             

multiculturalism or with extinction of species and accelerated climate         

change, or with forms of transnational violence of a new kind. I think it's              
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really really vital that we think upon history and draw from history some of              

the insights which might then serve as a context for present activism. 

 

33:17 CHASE: Thank you so much for speaking with me today, Sujit, it's been an              

absolute pleasure to see you again and to speak with you about these topics              

and your work. 

 

33:24 PROF. SIVASUNDARAM: Thanks, Chase, it's been really great to see you           

as well and to catch up and to have this really wide-ranging discussion about              

global history. 

 

 

 

33:33 CHASE: Thanks for listening to this episode of the Global History Podcast            

with Professor Sujit Sivasundaram. If you have any thoughts, questions, or           

comments about the episode, feel free to email us at          

theglobalhistorypodcast@gmail.com or message us on Facebook. Stay tuned        

for more episodes, coming soon. 


